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Environmentalism waged against genetic modification is based the region. Places like Shanghai, Hong
largely on fantasy and a complete lack of re- Kong, Singapore and Tokyo should stop

looking forpredatory competitiveadvantagespect for science and logic.”Starving Zambia Refuses
and move toward symbiotic trade policies toDonations of Maize enhance regional development.”

The Zambian government has announced
International Tradethat it will not accept donations of geneti-

cally modified foods for fear they may be
European Uniontoxic, Zambian newspapers report. The fear U.S. ‘Productivity

has been whipped up by foreign Malthusian Boom’ Never Happenedenvironmentalists and depopulators who are Italian Economist:
determined to destroy Africa’s population. Cancel MaastrichtAs 15,000 tons of U.S.-donated, geneti- Financial analyst Henry Ck Liu demon-
cally modified maize sit waiting, Zambia strated in the Asia Times of Aug. 14 that the

“productivity boom” of the 1990s was reallydoes not have enough food for its starving The budget-balancing criteria of the Euro-
pean Union’s Maastricht Stability Pact arepeople; indeed, many of the country’s 9 mil- only due to the U.S. import boom, which

amounted to theft from other countries.lion people are “on the verge of death,” said “a fruit of superstition,” and, contrary topop-
ular opinion, private debt, not public debt, isone Zambian chief on Aug. 12—victims of Liu writes: “There was no productivity

boom in the U.S. in the last two decades ofa drought extending from South Africa to what is dangerous, said Giacomo Vaciago,
an economist who teaches at the CatholicSenegal. the 20th Century; there was an import boom.

What’s more, this boom was driven not byThe decision followed a debate at Lusa- University in Milan.
Interviewed by the daily Il Giornale onka’s Mulungushi International Conference the spectacular growth of the American

economy; it was driven by debt borrowedCentre on Aug. 12, reported in the Lusaka Aug. 14, Vaciago said, “The constraints es-
tablishedfirst in1992 inMaastricht, andcon-Post on Aug. 13. Numerous influential fig- from the low-wage countries producing this

wealth. Or, to put it a tad less technically,ures expressed fear of genetic modification, firmed at Amsterdam in 1997, are mytholog-
ical, a fruit of superstition. Sixty percent ofincluding the president of the opposition the economic boom that made possible the

current U.S. political hegemony was fueledHeritage Party, Brig. Gen. Godfrey Mi- debt relative to GNP, 3% of deficit over GNP
. . . [are] figures that no country, since Ro-yanda; Women for Change Executive Direc- by payments of tribute from vassal states

kept perpetually at the level of subsistencetor Emily Sikazwe; and Dr. Mwananyanda mulus and Remus, has ever dreamed to fore-
cast. Figures that exist in no theory whatso-Mbikusita-Lewanika of the National Insti- poverty by their own addiction to exports.

Call it the New Rome theory of U.S. eco-tute of Scientific and Industrial Research. ever. And therefore, we can just cancel
them.”Speaking for acceptance of the maize nomic performance. . . .

“The 4% productivity rise cited in U.S.were the University of Zambia’s Dean of the “Too much importance,” said Vaciago,
“is put on public debt. I explained this tenSchool of Natural Sciences, Luke Mumba, government statisticscan beprimarilyattrib-

utable to sharp import increases. The gain inand Simon Zukas, national chairman of the years ago in a lecture at Oxford. What is
worse: an excessive private debt, as is theopposition Forum for Democracy and De- net productivity is much smaller, on the or-

der of 1.8%. . . . The transition to offshorevelopment Party. case in Anglo-Saxon countries, or an exces-
sive public debt, as in Italy? The answer is,Also urging acceptance, in an Aug. 9 ap- production is the source of the productivity

boom of the “New Economy” in the U.S. Thepearance in Lusaka, were U.S. Reps. Earl that you must look at the aggregate debt: of
the citizens, of corporations, and of the state.Hilliard (D-Ala.) and Eva Clayton (D-N.C.), productivity increase not attributable to the

importing of other nation’s productivity iswho emphasized that Americans eat the corn In this context, the Amsterdam constraints
put excessive emphasis on state debt, ignor-every day. much less impressive. . . .

“Those economies that have been depen-There is no danger from genetically ing private debt. . . . The most serious eco-
nomic crises have occurred because privatemodified maize. The modification of the dent on exports for growth will do well to

understand that the recent drop in exports ingenes of maize takes place in nature through debt was high, not because of public debt.
The 1929 crisis was a private debt crisis. It iscross-pollination; so-called genetically more than a cyclical phenomenon. It is a

downward spiral unless balanced trade is re-modified maize is different only because when there is too much family and corporate
debt, that things go bad, and you are forcedthere is human supervision of which of the stored so that trade is a supplement to domes-

tic development rather than a deterrent. Re-naturally occurring possibilities are per- to go more deeply into public debt. I will
never say that a country is more or less poormitted. gions like Asia and Latin America should

restructure their export policies to focus onA leading environmentalist, Greenpeace according to its public debt. Today, the
United States is in worse shape than Italy,founder Dr. Patrick Moore, has broken ranks intra-regional trade that aims atdevelopment

instead of those that transfer wealth out ofto write that “the campaign of fear now being even if Italy has a public debt twice as large
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Briefly

THE HOUSING BUBBLE may
collapse in the United States in the
months ahead,” wrote Dean Baker,
the co-director of the Washington-
based Center for Economic Policy
Research, in the July 31 issue of Beigeas the U.S. one, but in the U.S.A., families ference on “Oil and Gas in World Politics.”

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., who was the mainare in the water almost up to their neck.” Book Review & Analysis, a publica-
tion of the Financial Markets Center.featured Western guest, presented a paper

entitled “The Middle East as a Strategic Baker notes that housing prices have
risen by an average of 29 percentageCross-Roads” (see EIR, June 14).

Drug Trafficking LaRouche’s speech was followed by a dis- points more than the inflation rate
cussion session, dealing with his views on over the last seven years. Some

Americans have pulled money out ofmajor strategic, military, and economicPoppy Cultivation on
issues. the stock market, and placed it in realThe Rise in Pakistan The ZCCF’s press release states: estate instead—“the sort of behavior

“Considering the great interest shown in one would expect to see in a bubble,”
he writes.the issue of oil and sources of energy, theThe Islamabad newspaper The Dawn re-

Zayed Centre for Coordination and Follow-ported in an editorial on Aug. 14 that there
Up compiled and published working papers, AMERICAN MAGLEV Technol-has been an ominous increase in poppy culti-
articles, anddiscussions in the formofabook ogy, Inc. carried out its first success-vation on the Pakistani side of the Afghan-
entitled Oil and Gas in International Secu- ful propulsion test at Old DominionPakistan border. The reasons cited are: The
rity Policies. University in Virginia in August,prolonged bombing campaign next door and

“The working papers and articles were when its test vehicle “levitated,the proximity of the U.S. troops on the Af-
presented at the two-day international con- moved forward about 200 feet,ghan side of the border has made it difficult
ference attended by the U.A.E. Oil Minister, stopped and moved in reverse, sev-for people to carry on their traditional trade
HE Obaid Bin Saif Al Nasiri, and Mr. Lyn- eral times at a rate of 4 miles perof smuggling; and Pakistan’s Water and
don LaRouche, renowned American econo- hour,” said an ODU spokeswoman.Power Development Authority has stopped
mist andprospectivecandidate for theAmer- The company hopes to build a 193the supply of electricity to the area because
ican Presidential election. It also included a mile maglev system between Hamp-of the tribesmen’s reluctance to pay for the
number of prominent experts in the field of ton Roads, Virginia and Washington,electricity they consume, severely affecting
oil and gas from many Arab countries. D.C., by 2007.agriculture. Over the years, Pakistan had vir-

“The publication is significant as it dealstually eliminated poppy cultivation in the
with the problem of energy in general, and THE WASHINGTON POST ontribal areas.
oil, in particular. Besides, it is directly linked Aug. 18 promoted legalized gam-The dwindling sources of livelihood
with all political, strategic, economic, and bling for Mexico, saying that Mexi-have driven many people to turn to poppy
social issues. It is of vital importance to Arab can leaders are considering legisla-cultivation as a last resort. Meanwhile, re-
oil-producing countries because it consti- tion to legalize gambling casinos, asports from the bordering eastern Afghan
tutes a major source for their development. a way to bring more tourists into theprovince of Nangarhar, indicate that large

“HH Sheikh Sultan Bin Zayed Al Nah- country. While casino gambling hasheroin factories have been set up in the hills,
yan, Deputy Prime Minister and Chairman been outlawed since 1938, analystsincreasing the demand for poppy. It is evi-
of theZCCF, stressed theneed for initiating a told the Post, “the political and eco-dent that the heroin trade is flourishing once
serious dialogue between oil-producing and nomic climate is right for the Mexi-more under the warlords now backing the
oil-consuming countries for reaching fair can Congress to legalize casinos, pos-U.S.-supported Karzai government in
and stable prices for oil. He particularly sibly by the end of the year.”Kabul.
pointed to the low level of the prices that re-
sulted in hindering the process of devel- GEORGE SOROS, the mega-

speculator and self-styled critic of In-opment.
Petroleum “The study also discusses the possibility ternational Monetary Fund policies,

of using oil as political leverage to resolve called for an IMF bailout of the banks
to which Brazil owes money, in aArab conflicts, its positive and negative im-U.A.E. Zayed Centre Book

pacts. The publication focuses on the emer- commentary in the Singapore StraitsPrints LaRouche Speech gence of competitors to the Arabs in the Cas- Times newspaper on Aug. 14. He
pian regionandotherareas. It alsosheds light phrased this as a call to “save Brazil.”

In addition to IMF money, SorosOn Aug. 15, the Zayed Centre for Coordina- on non-OPEC oil-producing countries, how
to compromise and coordinate with them fortion and Follow-Up, based in Abu Dhabi, wrote, “the central banks of the devel-

oped countries should open their dis-United Arab Emirates, published a press re- the sake of oil stability in the oil market. Oil
pipelines and new world investments in thelease announcing the publication of a book count windows for Brazilian govern-

ment debt.”containing the speeches and working papers field of oil and gas have also been explored
thoroughly in this publication.”presented at the June 2-3 international con-
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